
called "A la Mort Subite" (ironic for a birth certificate), under the leadership of Jean-Luc KIT WFO (World 
Footballs Observatory®) since February 4th, 2003 and with the help of a few friends at the time, including 
Luc MISSON (attorney of Bosman case). 
It is in fact only on June 23rd, 2006, that free association was registered in the Registry of Liege (Belgium), 
to become an ASBL (non-profit organization) under No. BCE 0878.822.770.
The name of the N.F.-Board being deliberately written with dots (.) and has never meant "Nouvelle 
Federation Board" or anything else (somehow to create the buzz). 
The N.F.-Board has as its motto "Now everyone can play !". 
And he accepts as Football Associations members (associations), all associations that
FIFA, until their eventual membership in this one.
Do not claiming competitor with FIFA, N.F.-Board wants simply complementary and in 
Laws of the Game of the IFAB (International Football Association Board). The English w
MENARY having qualified in his book "Outcasts" N.F.-Board like "Waiting Room of the FIFA"
General Assembly in its diversity comparable to the famous scene of the movie "Star Wars Ba
the N.F.-Board accepts as Fédéréation member organizations that legally recorded. In its statut
be admitted, like for in FIFA, one Football Association per entity. Thus, the N.F.-Board agrees t
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N.F.-Board®  (NFB) :The N.F.-Board is a Football Associations established in Belgium December 12, 2003, in Brussels pub 

                 Official flag.

 are not Foundation : December 12th, 2003members of 
Status : ASBL since the  June 23rd, 2006

harmony Headquarters : Liege (Belgium). with the 
Adress for Correspondance :riter Steve 

Secretariat Général (J-L KIT) and its 2005 
65 Chemin de la Forger ". However, 
F-26750 St. Paul les Romanses, it must 
France.o join the France.l ti f

Tel :                     +33  651 53 29 93
E-mail : secretaire.general@nf-board.org  
Website : http://nfbwebsite.wixsite.com/nfboard

FA members : 53
Other members :                 128+5 
President : David ARANDA (August 2016)

               Official logo.

Football Associations representing Nations Peoples, Ethnic groups, Minorities, Populations of 
geographically or sporting isolated (islands of all kinds, war zones, stateless ...), or some Micronations 
legally and/or hard to dispute. Only must remain outside the stadiums, politics and religions.
With force compliance with these values   (international, national instances & laws) that N.F.-Board in June 
2005 signed a partnership agreement with the UNPO onbtenu and in January 2011 a major international 
recognition with his répertoration on list of ECOSOC NGO's of UNO. 
Organizer of the 2006 VIVA World Cup ™ entrusted to her from the outset by its creators, the NFB has 
been renewed in 2013 in this role by VIVA World Cup Limited. (owner), after the resounding success of the 
fifth edition of this played in 2012 in Iraqi Kurdistan competition. 
The NF-Board who lit his lantern until the Universe obscure non-FIFA scene (where all evolve unaffiliated 
with FIFA and sometimes N.F.-Board itself), became the undisputed leading organization. Sometimes 
copied and pirated, it has never been equaled. The N.F.-Board also has the admiration of the Media, in that 
it consists only of volunteers and enthusiasts who spend freely for the forgotten Football are no longer 
forgotten. (Official Source N.F.-Board).
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FA00026 FA Padania PAD

N° NFB Active & Associate Members ISomf ® Codes Flags FA00027 FA Kurdistan KUR

FA00000 FA Western Sahara ESH FA00028 FA Aramean Suryoyes SRY

FA00001 FA Monaco MCO FA00029 FA Provence PRO

FA00002 FA Lapland SAP FA00030 FA Sardinia SAR

FA00003 FA Northern Cyprus TNC FA00031 FA Kingdom Two Sicilies RDS

FA00004 FA Tibet TIB FA00032 FA Cilento CIL

FA00005 FA Chagos IOT FA00033 FA Skaneland SKA

FA00006 FA Zanzibar ZAN FA00034 FA Rhetia RAE

FA00007 FA Somaliland SMD FA00035 FA Darfur DAR

FA00008 FA Chechnya CNY FA00036 FA Cascadia CCD

FA00009 FA South Lower Saxony BSX FA00037 FA Franconia FKE

FA00010 FA Saugeais SGE FA00038 FA Cossak CSK

FA00011 FA Occitania OCC FA00039 FA West Indies WIN

FA00012FA00012 FA R P lFA oma eop e RMSRMS FA00040FA00040 FA P l PEUFA eu s PEU

FA00013 FA Sealand SEA FA00041 FA Labaj LBJ

FA00014 FA West Papua WPA FA00042 FA Himalaya HIM

FA00015 FA South Moluccas MLQ FA00043 FA Szekely SZE

FA00016 FA Southern Cameroons CNM FA00044 FA Golden Islands IOR

FA00017 FA Greenland GRL FA00045 NFB-EUROPE 55B

FA00018 FA Kiribati KIR FA00046 FA Tamileelam LKT

FA00019 FA Free State Rijeka RIJ FA00047 NFB-AFRICA 22A

FA00020 FA Masaï MAS FA00048 FA Seborga SBG

FA00021 FA Easter Island RPN FA00049 FA Pohnpei POH

FA00022 FA Yap YAP FA00050 FA Gagaouzia GGZ

FA00023 FA Wallonia WLN FA00051 FA Esperanto ESO



ISomf® codification  : The NFB uses ISomf® codification based on UNO's ISO 3166-
when they exist and regarding a defined entity. When there is no ISO code, the WFO (World Foot-balls Observatory®)
creates a temporary ISO to its formal establishment. This list is available to the WFO.

Nations : To the Dictionnaire de la langue française, a nation is a "set of people living in a common territory, 
conscious of its unity (historical, cultural, etc..) And constituting a political entity".

People : For linternaute.com , a people is a set of human beings forming a structured community of identical origin.

Ethnic group : For the Centre National des Ressources Textuelles et Lexicales, an ethnic group is a group of 
human beings who have, more or less share a common socio-cultural heritage, especially language. The most common 
confusion is that overrides the race ethnicity and vice versa ( ) The ethnic group is natural for determining which come

Countries (States): The most common way is now the state or sovereign state. However, "country" is less accurate 
and more neutral that "state" and is used to designate geographical areas with very different status. All countries follow 
recognized international standards in terms of national symbols such as flags and political rights such as citoyennement. 
There, in 2013, 195 countries recognized by the UNO. Other countries are not there at the UNO, for political reasons, 
such as Taiwan.

FA00024 FA Casamance CSM FA00052 FA Apatrids XXA

2/ Definitions & codifications :
                       N.F.-Board's Headquarters in Liege :1 alpha 3 codifications 

               The pub "A la Mort Subite " in Brussels :

confusion is that overrides the race ethnicity and vice versa. (...) The ethnic group is natural for determining which come 
into consideration especially the culture and language. While the race is a group determined by scientists.

Tribes : According to Wikipedia, ethnology, a tribe is a social group usually consists of families of the same origin.

Minorities : According to Wikipedia, in international law, a minority is a group of people bound together by religious 
affinities, linguistic, ethnic, political, encompassed in a larger population of a state, language, ethnicity, religion , different 
policies. Minority rights isrecognized and described in various charters and declarations internationales.On therefore 
speaks in international instruments of the United Nations and UNESCO, the rights of ethnic minorities, linguistic, 
religious.

Populations or Territories geographically or sportingly isolated sportingly : Populations living on 
islands, territories at war, or not allowed on the international sports scene.

Micronations : A micronation is an entity created by a small number of people claiming the status of an independent 
nation or who has characteristics, but is not formally recognized as such by official nations or transnational bodies.



3 / Press review useful Documents & Videos:
01. Press revue : http://nfbwebsite.wixsite.com/nfboard/articles
02. Video Canal+ Documentary : "Un ballon pour exister " :  http://nfbwebsite.wixsite.com/nfboard/videos
03. Video : Alderney-Sealand : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E9lSaj2ZXw4
04. Vidéo : Sealand-Chagos : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEYxQtI45O0
05. Video : Monaco-Rhetia : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=srdjEQIVeqA&feature=plcp 
06. Video : Kurdistan-Western Sahara (opening match VIVA World Cup 2012) : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QA2SvG1_Z9w
07. Video : Kurdistan-Occitania (1st stage VIVA World Cup 2012) : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rL8QnGd6kTo&NR=1&feature=endscreen
08. Video : Provence-Kurdistan (semi final VIVA World Cup 2012) : http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&v=Q4ECDslt9GE&feature=endscreen
09. Video : Skaneland-German in Denmark (Southern Schlesswig) :http://youtu.be/QmM2UhfNJ3o
10. Video : Raetia-Saugeais : "Freundschaftsspiel FA Raetia vs. Saugeais ~ Frequency" (Frequency.com).
11. Document : Organization Chart NFB : http://nfbwebsite.wixsite.com/nfboard/organization
12. Document : Football Associations membrers of the N.F.-Board : http://nfbwebsite.wixsite.com/nfboard/fa
13. Document : How to become Member of the NFB ? : http://nfbwebsite.wixsite.com/nfboard/become-a-member
14. Document : UNO (Page 588) : http://esango.un.org/civilsociety/displayConsultativeStatusSearch.do?method=list&show=25&from=list&col=&order=&searchType=&index=14675 
15. Document : "Peace & Sport " : http://www.peace-sport.org/fr/awards/editions-precedentes/awards-2012/les-laureats-2012/organisation-non-gouvernementale-de-lannee.html

4/ External links :
Former official website of the NFB : http://twixtop.info/www/nf-board/
Official website of the N.F.-Board : http://nfbwebsite.wixsite.com/nfboard
Non-FIFA Football Updates : http://nonfifafootball.blogspot.fr/
Official website VIVA World Cup 2012™ : http://www.vivaworldcup2012.com/



Attention to of all our website visitors ! The Intellectual Property Code authorizes only "copies or 
reproductions strictly reserved for private use and not intended for collective use". All information 
presented on our website N.F.-Board (images, videos, sound clips, texts, photos, log
Are de facto subject to copyright, even if access is free of charge and that any copyright © specifies that 
they are protected !

LEGAL TEXT : 
The term "non-FIFA" is the generic term commonly used by the media to describe the football played 
outside of FIFA. It is in no way used in negative terms such as "anti" 
or "against", but rather it means a complementarity within the scene of universal Football. 
Logos N.F.-Board ®, VIVA World Cup ™ and variations vintages VIVA World Cup Ltd., 
WOMEN VIVA World Cup™ versions and vintages H.C. Cup™, VIVA FESTIVAL™, EUROVIVA Cup™,
AFRICAVIVA Cup™ , GOYAHKLA-VIVA Cup™, SUDAMERICA-VIVA Cup™, and VIVAVillage™ are 
registered trademarks. 
The same applies for the corresponding flags.

Adopted at the Meeting of the Executive 
Committee of the N.F.-Board and the 
General Meeting of June 11th 2005 in

5/ Copyrights© 
                 Official ball "Be ":

  Designer & Manufacturer : Be-Rug-Be. os, illustrations, etc..) 

When you use, reproduction or representation of a work or part of work published on our website, it is 
advisable to first obtain the consent of its author, to cite the author and the original source any of the said 
work. Mistake by the copyist to respect this approach, it is exposed only to the laws, prosecutions and 
convictions in force, which fight plagiarism and counterfeiting.

REMINDER helpful : 
From a general point of view, and in accordance with the Statutes and Regulations of the NFB and of the 
VIVA World Cup™, any picture or video taken during the VIVA World Cup™ is the property of N.F.-Board 
and may not be used without the authorization from NFB or from VIVA World Cup Ltd.

General Meeting of June 11th , 2005 in 
London, this high quality ball (the standard 
international competitions) will be the 
official brand of football Peoples and 
Nations launched in partnership with the 
manufacturer of the famous Balloons "Be-
Rug-Be" supplier of the FIRA-AER and the 
IRB. 
The sale of these balloons, provide 
revenue to federations wishing to 
customize with their logo. 
This logo to be placed in the pentagon 
"Red" which represents the peaceful 
struggle of Peoples and Nations for 
recognition by Football. 
Blue color remprend the emblematic color 
of N.F.-Board Charter.
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